ILLUMINATA

for Chris and Sandy by Killian Hynes

Lucky Orbiters are we, laws of Attraction draw us into the Sun's radiance
Entering the Sun's orbit invokes an instant smile, uplift, joy
Everyone is attracted to this natural wonder
Meeting the Moon, her mate, the Sun's light shone ecstatic
Sun and Moon's universe became solidified
A match was struck.
The Orbiters Rejoiced

Fire grew from this match
Moon was completed, Sun sparkled
Together healing old wounds
Cuddling at a campfire,
Souls locked in adventures near and far
Mutual love of nature, of races, of special stars
A place to replenish, a home is created.
The Orbiters Rejoiced

Creating with the special stars, Sun exposed humanity where others see only
disability
Sharing insights, the Sun clarified for her special stars
Basking in Sun's light, special stars shared well-hidden talents
Moon and Sun foster a universe of learning, of growth, of opportunity
Animating her special stars, a true classroom established.
The Orbiters Rejoiced

Enlightened by the Sun, we lucky Orbiters know
These Truths to be self-evident:
  • Forever warming
  • Forever inspiring
  • Eternally illuminating
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